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PROCESS FOR DESIGNATING CURRENT NON-PARTICIPATING BLACK START CAPABLE 
RESOURCES FOR ACHIEVING AN EFFECTIVE CON EDISON OR LIPA SRP1 

 
1. Con Ed and LIPA will conduct studies to identify whether any current non-participating black 

start capable resources would provide a “material benefit”2 to their SRPs. These studies will 
be conducted at least annually unless not warranted because relevant system conditions have 
not changed from the previous study.  
 

2. If a Con Edison or LIPA study determines that a material benefit would be achieved by a black 
start capable non-participating resource, Con Edison or LIPA will designate the resource to 
participate in its SRP.  Con Ed or LIPA will then notify the NYISO and the resource owner that 
the resource has been designated to participate in its SRP. This notification will be 
accompanied by supporting documentation. 
 

3. If the resource does not wish to participate in the Con Edison or LIPA SRP, it needs to seek an 
exemption from the NYISO.  

 
5a.   The NYISO will request the resource to prepare a study or/or other evidence to support 
its contention that an exemption should be accepted by the NYISO. The NYISO may also 
request additional information from Con Edison or LIPA.  

 
5b.    After reviewing the resource’s response and Con Edison or LIPA studies, the NYISO will 
determine whether to accept or deny the exemption.   
 
5d.    If the NYISO denies the exemption, the resource must participate in the TO SRP. 
Accordingly, the NYISO directs the resource to participate in the TO SRP.  

 
 

                                                             
1 PRR 116 provides Reliability Rules and measurements requiring the NYISO and Con Ed to prepare the necessary 
procedures and actions for implementing this process.  
2 “Material benefit” definition:  The benefit to system restoration when the addition of black start resources would 
improve the speed, adequacy and flexibility of restoring electric service in a safe, orderly and prompt manner following a 
major system disturbance. 


